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Abstract— Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) is one of the 

approach used for video data transmission which faces many 

challenges to transmit video efficiently .This problem is 

common for various applications in existing routing 

protocols. To improve vehicle performance and user 

experience greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) 

technology in VANET is used. This article focuses   on 

variation in GPSR protocol by utilizing cognitive radio (CR) 

technology which automatically detects available channels in 

wireless spectrum. CR can senses spectrum by using 

neighboring devices, changing frequency, adjusting output 

power or even altering transmission parameters and 

characteristics is .Our paper discusses GPSR protocol with 

cognitive radio (CR) technology in wireless communication 

systems for vehicles to improve some parameters which are 

average throughput, delay and packet delivery ratio (PDR). 

Our simulation result shows varied parameters by validating 

the impact of CR technology on GPSR protocol. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Network) is a particular sub class 

of MANET, in which the vehicles act as nodes.  The topology 

of VANET is highly dynamic and each node is acting as a 

router and node for sending and receiving messages within its 

range. Vehicles can also communicate with other fixed 

network infrastructures called RSU (Road Side Units). The 

changing behaviour of vehicles makes routing and other 

services more challengeable. Different routing protocols are 

available to obtain the route information in wireless Ad hoc 

networks. These are mainly classified into two categories; 

proactive and reactive. From the two different categories, 

proactive maintains complete information about nodes and 

can be table driven. Reactive protocols are known as on- 

demand routing protocols, which measures routes for 

destination and takes more time to find a route. There are 

different routing protocols such as Ad hoc On Demand 

Distance Vector routing protocol (AODV), Fish Eye State 

routing (FSR) and GPSR etc. 

A. Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing 

Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector routing protocol 

(AODV) [1] is a reactive protocol used for creating route 

between nodes as on-demand basis. It supports both unicast 

and multicast routing. The special feature of AODV protocol 

is that it sustains a Destination Sequence Number to provide 

up-to-date path. AODV also helps in avoiding route 

redundancy and consumes only less usage of memory. It 

takes some time initially for establishing route and multipath 

reply. 

B. Fish Eye State Routing (FSR) 

Fish Eye State Routing is a proactive routing protocol in 

which the node information is maintained in a table. This type 

of routing exchanges only the partial routing information with 

its neighbours which reduces routing overhead. When node 

gets failed the information will not be reflected in the routing 

table. 

C. GPSR 

GPSR stands for greedy perimeter stateless routing. This 

routing protocol is applicable for VANET network, which is 

based upon geographical position.  It receives the neighbour 

vehicles node information by using global positioning system 

(GPS) device instead of maintaining a large amount of 

information and then storing it in the routing table [3]. The 

protocol is introduced by Brad Kard and H.T Kung in 2000. 

In this routing protocol there are two algorithms which are 

greedy forwarding strategy and the perimeter forwarding 

strategy. In this protocol every node transmits its position 

information periodically. Neighbour table is used to store the 

required information after receiving the neighbour 

information.  By[3] Using location based services the address 

of the destination node is obtained. The next forwarding hop 

to send packets is chosen with the help of address of 

destination node. The information ready to send is bonded 

with the obtained geographical information and forward to 

the destination node using greedy forwarding and perimeter 

forwarding method. 

As in the GPSR routing protocol, transmission of 

message is done by flooding method[8] and the nodes are 

moving and the data is processed by the method of fast 

sending and fast receiving but it takes time which increases 

delay and make processing  slow. So, with the increase in 

number of nodes in the network a large queue of data to be 

processed is formed. The increase in the number of data 

packets leads to network congestion which further leads to 

increase in transmission delay, decreases the packet delivery 

ratio and also decreases the average throughput. Position 

based protocol is more convenient for video transmission 

over VANET than any other protocol. So we will use GPSR 

to study the problem of forwarding videos in vehicular ado 

network. 

II. COGNITIVE RADIO 

Cognitive radio network is an active research area for 

wireless communications.  It enhances the prevailing 

software-defined radio (SDRs), whose physical layer 

behaviour is largely defined in software and also the 

performance of existing radio by integrating artificial 

intelligence (AI).In conventional radios most of the 

components are implemented in the hardware, SDRs [7] are 

radios that use software implementations for some operations 

enabling flexible radio operation. These radios are 
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reconfigurable, which reduces the need to modify existing 

hardware.  The commonly used definitions in literature are 

given by JosephMitola and SimonHaykin is that CRs [7] are 

an intelligent radios that can autonomously make decisions 

using gathered Information about the radio frequency (RF) 

environment through model-based reasoning and can also 

learn And plan according to their past experience. Cognitive 

radio [6] is aware of physical layer environment and is able 

to independently alter the physical layer behaviour based on 

its previous experience and its current environment. With 

these features, when spectrum environment changes around 

cognitive user, it is capable of sensing these changes and 

independently changing its physical layer settings such as 

transmission power, channels selection etc to meet some 

challenges or QoS requirements of the users. 

 
Fig. 1: Transmitting data scenario by using GPRS with CR 

technology 

Cognitive radio attracts many researchers because it 

enables the current fixed spectrum channel assigned by The 

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)   to be utilized 

by the new users. With the spectrum opportunities provided 

by the cognitive radio network, the wireless network users are 

able to share the vacant spectrum for TV channel, on the 

condition that it does not interfere with the normal TV 

channel. 

CRCN stands for cognitive radio cognitive network. 

As cognitive radio research is rising day by day, more and 

more researchers are looking forward to a simulator that is 

suitable for cognitive radio. There is no existing simulator 

that is suitable for the demand of cognitive radio simulation 

but we can implement our algorithms for cognitive radios on 

existing network simulator such as NS-2, OPNET, and 

QUALNET. Although, these simulators are created for the 

ordinary wireless network, researchers cannot easily 

implement their cognitive radio algorithms over those 

simulators. Hence, there is a demand to extend existing 

simulators to support cognitive radio simulators. We are 

using existing NS-2 in our research area for simulation. 

III. EVALUATION CRITERIA 

To compare the effectiveness of CR technology in GPSR 

protocol with classical GPSR protocol, we carry out the 

experiments with network simulator NS2 in order to validate 

our proposed enhancement, by analysing the impact of delay, 

average throughput and packet delivery ratio (PDR). We 

analyze these parameters like PDR by using[2] equation (1), 

delay by using equation (2) and average throughput by using 

equation (3). 

PDR = 
∑ RECEIVEDPACKETS

∑ SENDPACKETS
                 (1) 

Delay = 
∑ timeofreceivedi−timeofsenti

n
i=0

total numberofpacket received
              (2) 

Average throughput=
received size

stop time−start time
* 

8

1000
         (3) 

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CLASSICAL GPSR WITH 

GPSR BY USING CR TECHNOLOGY 

A. Impact on packet delivery ratio (PDR) 

 
Fig. 2: Impact on PDR 

B. Impact on delay 

 
Fig. 3: Impact on delay 

C. Impact on throughput 

 
Fig. 4: Impact on throughput 

To study the impact of these parameters we fix the traffic load 

20 and total number of vehicles we use during simulation 

process is 34 in which 30 are movable vehicles and 4 are static 

infrastructure. 

Figure 2 shows that packet delivery ratio (PDR) is 

higher in case of  CR technology as compare to classical 

GPSR  and figure 3 depicts that delay gets decreased because 

of using CR technology .Figure 4 shows the improving in 

throughput in case of CR technology. 

Protocols 
Traffic 

load 
PDR Throughput Delay 

GPSR 20 94.20 117.04 152.606ms 

GPSR with 

CR 
20 99 161.36 29.419ms 

Table 1: Comparison between parameters with using CR 

and with classical GPSR 

PDR throughput delay 

5.3%↑ 37%↑ 80%↓ 

Table 2: Percentage change in parameters 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we focused on the problem of forwarding video 

efficiently over vehicular ad hoc network where nodes 

forward data to each other. In our research we presented an 

improved geographic routing protocol GPSR with CR 

technology. We compared the GPSR by adding CR 

technology with the classical GPSR protocol under the 

network simulator NS2.We analyze the behaviour of our 

proposal through simulation by varying various parameters 

like delay, throughput and PDR. Simulation experiments 

show that GPSR with CR achieves improvement of 5.3% in 

PDR and 37% increase in throughput and 80% decrease in 

delay. 

In the future, we will conducted our research by 

analyzing the effects of GPSR protocol by using more than 

two nearest neighbours as in our present GPSR protocol we 

use only two nearest neighbours for forwarding packets. 
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